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Rugby League’s Indigenous All Stars will play against the NRL All Stars at Skilled Park Stadium on
the Gold Coast in February.
Jonathan Thurston will take over from Preston Campbell as captain of the team this tear. Bulldogs’
star Jamal Idris will play with the Indigenous All Stars for the first time.
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Read Clash of the Titans on page 14

Activity 1 - Reading for meaning
There are three levels of comprehension questions:
Level 1 – Literal. The answer is located in one sentence in the text.
Level 2 – Inferred. You need to make links between sentences and graphics (such as illustrations,
maps and tables) and what you already know.
Level 3 – Applied. The answer is in your background knowledge, what you already know or feel.
1. Where is the All Stars game being held? (literal)

Shade one bubble.
2. Which player will make his debut with the Indigenous All stars this year? (Interpretive)
Preston Campbell
Jonathan Thurston
Jamal Idris
Nathan Merritt
3. Which of the following best describes Jonathan Thurston’s attitude to being named captain of
the team?
confident
aggressive
proud and honoured
bored
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Activity 2 - Language Conventions - Spelling
The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been underlined.
Write the correct spelling for each word in the box.
1. Jamal Idris had a grate season last year.
2. Preston Campbell was the driveing force behind the team.
3. He had a hamstring injery.

Each sentence has one word that is incorrect.
Write the correct spelling of the word in the box.
1. It was probly my last game.
2. Preston will still leed the team onto the ground.
3. Jonathan Thurston is steping up.
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Activity 3 - Language Conventions - Grammar
Which word correctly completes these sentences?
Shade one bubble.
1. Jonathan Thurston always makes ____________ train hard.
he
him
himself
themselves
2. The team knew how _________ training they had to do each week.
most
more
much
many
3. Jonathan Thurston __________ wait to captain the team.
cant
can’t
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Activity 4 - Language Conventions – Punctuation
Shade one bubble.
1. A comma (,) has been left out of this sentence. Where should the missing comma go?
Jonathan Thurston felt proud honoured and excited to be captain of the All Stars.

2. Which sentence has the correct punctuation?
Jamal Idris said, It’s great to be in the team.”
Jamal Idris said. It’s great to be in the team.”
Jamal Idris said. “It’s great to be in the team.”
Jamal Idris said, “It’s great to be in the team.”
3. Which sentence uses the apostrophe (‘) correctly?
Shade one bubble.
There are two All Stars team’s.
Last year’s game was great.
Both captain’s played well.
They took time out for injury’s.
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Activity 5 - Choosing your All Stars teams.
Do you agree with the selections made for the Indigenous All Stars and the NRL All Stars?
List the players you would have in each team.
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